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Investigations into the biophysical properties of single molecules
traditionally involve well defined in vitro systems where parameters
such as solvent viscosity and applied forces are known a priori. These
systems provide means to develop models describing the polymers
response to a variety of conditions, including the entropically driven
relaxation of a stretched biopolymer upon release of the tension
inducing force. While these techniques have proven instrumental for
recent advancements in the fields of polymer physics and biophysics,
how applicable they are to life inside the cell remains poorly under-
stood. Here we report an investigation of in vivo stretched polymer
relaxation dynamics using chromatin relaxation following the break-
age of a dicentric chromosome subjected to microtubule-based spin-
dle forces. Additionally, we have developed an in vitro system used
to verify the conformations observed during the in vivo relaxation,
including the predicted but previously unidentified taut conforma-
tion. These observations motivate our use of existing polymer models
to determine both the in vivo viscosity as seen by the relaxing
chromatin and the tension force applied by the microtubule-based
spindle in vivo. As a result, the technique described herein may be
used as a biophysical strategy to probe the intranuclear environment.
intranuclear viscosity  stem and flower
S ingle molecule analysis of f luorescently labeled DNA undertension has been used in a variety of investigations of
polymer dynamics (1–6) in vitro. Traditionally these experiments
have been performed using electrophoresis (7) or, more com-
monly, f luid flow to extend the polymer, with the dynamics of the
polymer being investigated at either constant extension [corre-
sponding to a fixed voltage or specific f low rate (2, 5, 8)] or after
the flow is stopped (4, 9, 10). In the latter case, the elimination
of the stretching force causes the chain to relax from its free end,
allowing the relaxation dynamics to be observed. For a relaxing
polymer chain, a number of different conformations may be
observed as the constraint release propagates throughout the
chain (Fig. 1). As a result, relaxation events may be broken up
into multiple regimes, each corresponding to a different polymer
conformation, with the expressions used to describe the length
of the polymer over time yielding information about either
polymer specific properties, such as the tension force applied
immediately before recoil, or the viscosity of the surrounding
environment.
While much is known about the mechanism of sister chromatid
separation, surprisingly little is known about fundamental quan-
tities such as the forces that are generated by microtubule-based
spindles under physiologically relevant loading (i.e., what forces
are generated during sister separation) and the intranuclear
viscosity. A lack of noninvasive in vivo data collection techniques
provided the impetus for developing alternative in vitro or in
silico experiments, but very few opportunities to confirm that the
assumptions made in these experiments, much less the results
themselves, are accurate. As a direct consequence, data collected
from an in vivo system will be beneficial because, in addition to
determining fundamental cellular quantities, it will offer an
opportunity to determine if an in vitro system accurately rep-
resents the in vivo environment and provide a means to deter-
mine if assumptions made in simulations (i.e., solvent type) are
reasonable.
Polymer models derived by Brochard-Wyart (11) predict that
a stretched DNA chain subject to a uniform tension force f will
be in a taut regime if , where   flpo/kBT (lpo the unperturbed
persistence length, kB Boltzmann’s constant, and T the temper-
ature) is greater than 1. This taut regime, typically experienced
at tension forces well below 1 pN, corresponds to DNA extended
beyond the linear (Hookean) region of the worm-like chain
(WLC) model (12) and into a nonlinear regime where the
tension force suppresses bending modes in the links of the
polymer chain. Put differently, at this applied force, the length
scale at which the chain conformation is randomized due to
thermal forces (also known as the tension blob diameter) is
shorter than the persistence length of the chain. As a result, the
chain’s conformation appears oriented at all length scales. In Fig.
1A, the expected physical conformations for the chain, relative
to this threshold force, are illustrated (conceptual tension blobs
shown in pink). Beyond this force threshold, the worm-like
chains are stiff, but not completely rigid; the links may still
f luctuate and bend*. It is the straightening of the bends that is
responsible for extension in this regime. If the force is released
at one end, the chain will retract, taking on the conformations
shown in Fig. 1B. The chain will initially retract with a fast time
constant 1, where 1 is given by 1  L2/D03/2. Here L is the
length of the chain, and Do  4 kBT/kvlpo, with kv  1. The
relaxation of the taut chain is characterized by the uniform
uptake of additional length by each segment of the chain, so that
each segment of the chain appears similar; the chain is regaining
the bends and fluctuations in the links that were lost during the
stretch in the nonlinear regime. After time 1, the chain will relax
from the rod-like or taut conformation to a new, independent
conformation described by Brochard-Wyart as the ‘‘stem and
flower’’ (13). In this regime, where   flpo/kBT is less than 1, the
flower describes a portion of the polymer at the leading end of
the retracting molecule where the tension is significantly lower
than that of the remaining portion, which is called the stem (Fig.
1). With time the flower consumes the stem, causing both the
flower to grow and the stem to shrink according to L 
(kTt/lpo)1/2. Since in this conformation the polymer is com-
pletely described by the flower and stem portions of the chain,
the previous expression may also be used to describe the total
change in length of the DNA chain while in the stem and flower
conformation.
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*Here we should note that for experiments where tension is nonuniform, which is the case
when polymers are stretched using a uniform flow, the entire chain will not take on the
taut conformation since the tension will decrease below the taut threshold close to the
free end. For the case of a uniform flow V and a distance from the free end x, we instead
have   Vlpo/kBT.
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While the utility of such models for determining in vitro
biophysical properties is clear, the experimental techniques
necessary for similar investigations, as well as the applicability of
these same models to in vivo biopolymer relaxation are not
readily apparent. In this report, we describe a genetic approach
to obtain relaxation events from stretched chromatin [the protein-
DNA complex found inside a cell (14)], as well as the develop-
ment of an in vitro system that has been used to verify data
analysis techniques. In both cases, the use of these models is
supported by correlating the fluorescent intensity of the retrac-
tion images with the general polymer shape expected by the
models and by the application of a scaling analysis. The result of
this work includes the first observation of the predicted relax-
ation of a taut (rod-like) polymer conformation (11), the ob-
servation of entropic relaxation of DNA in vivo, an in vivo
measurement of the mesoscale intranuclear viscosity, and an
estimate of the force applied by the microtubule-based spindle.
Results
Chromatin Relaxation In Vivo. Molecular motors acting within the
mitotic spindle may be used as in vivo force applicators on a
single strand of chromosomal DNA by tethering 1 strand to both
spindle poles of the mitotic apparatus. This was accomplished
through the use of conditionally functional dicentric chromo-
somes (14) as shown in Fig. 2 and described in greater detail in
the Materials and Methods section. Briefly, a 10-kb lac operator
(lacO) repeat was located nearly equidistant from both the
endogenous and the integrated centromere and made visible by
expression of lacI-GFP. In sir2 mutant cells, activation of a
lacO-marked dicentric chromosome results in stretched lacO
filaments that either persist until spindle collapse, or rupture,
allowing visualization of the DNA as it recoils toward the spindle
poles (Fig. 3). In the case of the latter, little hysteresis is seen;
lacO filament stretching rates are very similar to the rate of
recoil. Chromosome breakage is stochastic and was observed at
random positions between the 2 spindle poles. The behavior of
chromatin following DNA breakage exhibits a period of fast
relaxation followed by a period of slower relaxation. Fluorescent
images taken of the retracting biopolymer (Figs. 3A and 4A)
show that within the first few frames of the relaxation event, the
end-to-end length of the biopolymer shrinks by almost half. For
the same period, the montage shown in Fig. 4B displays a
constant intensity near the retracting end of the fiber. Capturing
this spontaneous in vivo rupture event is indeed a rare occur-
rence (n  3), but all instances of recoil in this system demon-
strate the characteristics described herein.
DNA Relaxation In Vitro. Determining the conformation directly
from the fluorescent images is difficult for in vivo data due to the
complexity of the in vivo situation. The background signal
Fig. 1. Summary of the expected conformations for the polymer during extension and retraction with tension blob representation of the length scale at which
thermal forces randomize the conformation of the polymer. (A) As the applied tension force increases during stretching, the length scale at which thermal forces
randomize the orientation of the segments of the polymer decreases until it is smaller than the size of the Kuhn monomer (threshold indicated by the vertical
dashed line). (B) As the polymer retracts, the taut conformation without tension blobs gives way to the stem and flower conformation where a tension blob forms
at the retracting end and is visible in the form of a ‘‘flower.’’ Insert images from in vitro experiments showing a retracting polymer in the taut and stem and flower
conformations are shown next to the illustrations of these conformations. This diagram assumes the retracting polymer will not be affected by boundaries. While
combinations of these conformations are possible (i.e., portion of stem in stem and flower taking on trumpet conformation), we assume the majority of in vivo
relaxation will fall into one of these general categories.
Fig. 2. Spindle attachments and dicentric chromosome breakage. (A) At-
tachment of both centromeres of a given sister chromatid to the same spindle
pole. Decatenation of DNA strands allows sister chromatids to separate and
segregate normally. (B) Attachment of the centromeres of a given sister
chromatid to opposite spindle poles. Resolution occurs through chromosome
breakage. Filled circles, centromeres; thin lines, endogenous DNA; dashed
lines, kinetochore microtubules; open circles, spindle pole bodies. The 10-kb
lacO cassette is located nearly equidistant from the 2 centromeres on each
sister chromatid.
Fig. 3. In vivo chromatin recoil. In part (A), the 10-kb lacO cassette of the
recoiling molecule is visible (motion proceeds toward the pole in the lower left
corner of the image), while the molecule is in the taut conformation. The free
end of the molecule is approximately 2.6 m from the spindle pole. (B)
Brightfield image showing mother cell and bud. (C) Kymograh of the relax-
ation event (event shown in further detail in Fig. 4 where stem and flower
conformation is more apparent).
























resulting from soluble protein and fluorescent artifacts in the
surrounding environment may obscure the signal emitted from
the GFP-tagged chromatin. This difficulty has motivated our
development of an in vitro system to reproduce the in vivo
conformations to determine the suitability of the taut and stem
and flower models for the chromatin relaxation. We therefore
developed an analogous in vitro assay that closely mimics the in
vivo scenario, but in which we can control force, viscosity, and
chain length (described in the SI Text). In this system, DNA
concatamers stretched to over 10 m long in a buffer of known
viscosity were identified as possible targets for data collection.
In most cases, photoscission, the light induced rupture of DNA,
occurred less than 10 s after initial identification of the target
molecule, allowing the relaxation event to be recorded (Fig. 5).
For relaxation events taking place in low viscosity buffers
(approximately 1 cP), we are unable to observe a fast relaxation
regime where the fluorescent intensity of the retracting polymer
is uniform. Instead, in our first images we see a bright spot at the
retracting end of the polymer and a uniformly slow relaxation
where the polymer length shrinks with time according to the
expected stem and flower scaling exponent of 0.5 (see Fig. S1).
Here, the extremely rapid initial portion of DNA relaxation
takes place at a time scale that is shorter than our data
acquisition rate, preventing the identification of the taut con-
formation. By increasing the solvent viscosity, we are able to slow
down the initial portion of the relaxation to a point where it is
possible to capture multiple images of the taut regime. Fig. S2
shows that the stem and flower analysis technique does not
produce the expected scaling exponent when applied to relax-
ation data that contains both the taut and stem and flower
conformations. As seen in Fig. 6, in a high viscosity environment,
the DNA remains oriented along the force axis with the fluo-
rescent intensity evenly distributed along the molecule for
multiple frames. This is expected for the uniform relaxation
phenomena described by the taut relaxation. As the relaxation
event proceeds, the fluorescent intensity at the retracting end
eventually increases relative to the rest of the molecule (Fig. 6C),
indicating the formation of the expected flower. Therefore, the
intensity distributions along the DNA chain during relaxation
identify the taut and the stem and flower relaxation regimes.
We can also identify these 2 regimes through an analysis of the
relaxation dynamics. Applying the previously described universal
scaling technique (10), we obtain the anticipated scaling expo-
nent of approximately 0.5 (see Fig. 7B for examples) for the
entire relaxation of the data obtained in low viscosity buffer.
However, for the high viscosity data, the scaling analysis obtains
the 0.5 exponent only by restricting the analysis to start at times
after an initial induction period (see SI Text). This initial period
shows a relaxation that deviates from the 0.5 exponent due to a
faster process. We identify this as the taut relaxation, consistent
with the uniform intensity of the images during this period. From
the high viscosity multiregime relaxation data, we can extract the
portion where the polymer is in the stem and flower conforma-
tion to determine the persistence length of the chain. Using the
experimentally determined viscosity of 5.98  .02 P for the
sucrose solution, the resulting experimentally determined per-
sistence length of the retracting polymer is 40 nm. This persis-
tence length, shorter than the typically observed value of ap-
proximately 50 nm (15), is most likely a due to the sucrose
shielding the electrostatic repulsion of the DNA’s negatively
charged phosphate backbone.
For the taut regime of the DNA relaxation process, we
determine a fast relaxation time constant to estimate the tension
force on the chain. For the data shown in Fig. 6, the resulting
time constant of   4.8 s, obtained by fitting the portion of the
data in the taut conformation to an exponential decay function
together with the previously determined chain length, allows us
to determine a maximum tension force of 1.1 pN. These results
indicate that it is reasonable to expect that a polymer released
from tension retracting in a highly viscous fluid will take on both
the taut (rod-like) and stem and flower conformations, validat-
ing our use of these techniques with our in vivo relaxation data
to determine both the persistence length of the relaxing polymer
and the tension force necessary to stretch the polymer before
rupture.
Estimates of the Intranuclear Viscosity and Microtubule-Based Spindle
Force. The in vivo data analysis requires knowledge of the
viscosity of the nucleus or an estimate the persistence length of
the retracting polymer. Due to the fact that published values for
the intracellular viscosity as measured using the same probe size
(100 nm) vary from approximately 10 P (16) to 520 P (17), we
instead estimate the persistence length of the retracting polymer
based on the polymer’s initial length before rupture. For
stretched DNA on a dicentric chromosome, the region of
fluorescently labeled DNA/chromatin is 10 kb, which would
result in an extended length of approximately 3.4 m. For this
data set, the structure stretched between the 2 poles has an
Fig. 4. In vivo chromatin relaxation. (A) In vivo chromatin relaxation mon-
tage with fluorescent intensity mapped to color. The region of decreased
intensity between the 1.5 and 1 m length, and near the base of the molecule
is the result of an image processing routine implemented to remove out of
plane fluorescence caused by other (nonchromatin) structures. The unaltered
image is shown in Fig. S5 and Movie S1. (B) Fluorescence intensity trace along
the length of the retracting molecule for 3 frames of the relaxation event.
Fig. 5. DNA recoil in vitro. (A) DNA stretched between 2 attachment points ruptures due to photoscission. (B) Montage showing every other frame of a DNA
relaxation event in a high viscosity buffer. The starting length of the molecule is approximately 6 m, each new image is after the passage of 0.125 s. Data are
shown in further detail in Fig. 6.
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estimated prerupture length that corresponds to the completely
extended length of this 10 kb, indicating that the DNA is not
packaged as chromatin at the time of rupture. As a result, we
have used the value of 50 nm for the persistence length of B-form
DNA (18). With this assumption, the stem and flower model may
be applied to the portion of the data with the appropriate
fluorescent signature and the slower relaxation (example data
set shown in Fig. 4 and labeled as In Vivo 1 in Fig. 7), yielding
an intracellular viscosity of 175 P. This viscosity is relatively large
and will be discussed below. The fast relaxation time constant
1  167 s, combined with the estimated persistence length and
the previously determined viscosity, results in a tension force of
0.2 pN. The average intracellular viscosity we obtained by
applying this analysis to the 3 in vivo events was 141  29.2 P.
This falls within the previously mentioned broad range of
published values. The large standard deviation is due to a
number of factors that may include different persistence lengths
for the relaxing chromatin as well as heterogeneous viscosity
regions inside the cell. For example, since the value that is input
into the stem and flower model for the persistence length is
inversely proportional to the output viscosity, a persistence
length that is 10% of our estimated value, possibly due to the
interactions between the lacO-lacI-GFP system and the mole-
cule, would alter the viscosity by 10%.
Discussion
Chromosomal DNA behaves as an entropic spring in vivo, with
very similar properties to those of naked DNA recoiling in a high
viscosity environment. As seen in our in vitro experiments, there
are 2 requirements to observe entropic DNA relaxation in the
taut conformation. They are (i) a uniform tension force that
exceeds the linear entropic limit for the polymer and (ii) a
sufficiently slow relaxation to allow for the collection of multiple
images. With the force required to enter the nonlinear regime
being relatively low, the ‘‘grab and pull’’ nature of microtubule-
based spindle force easily meets the first criterion, while the
intranuclear viscosity slows the relaxation to a rate that allows
this conformation to be imaged. This high intranuclear viscosity
is also apparent for the stem and flower portion of the chromo-
somal DNA relaxation. As seen in Fig. 6, the in vivo relaxation
rate is significantly slower than the in vitro relaxation in an
environment almost 600 times more viscous than water.
While the in vivo viscosity values obtained from our entropic
relaxation experiments are quite high, and significantly higher than
values measured using fluorescence recovery after photobleaching
(FRAP) and fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) (19–21),
these findings compare favorably with those determined using
microbead rheology (16, 17) (10–2,200 P) and those calculated
from the diffusion coefficients of Cajal bodies in the intranuclear
region of HeLa cells (2.3–230 P) (20). This discrepancy, as pointed
out by Tseng et al. (17), is a result of the different probe charges and
sizes used in the experiments, with many FRAP and FCS experi-
ments relying upon the diffusion of small proteins that measure the
interstitial viscosity of the nucleus. The remaining techniques,
including DNA relaxation described herein, measure properties at
a length scale larger than the effective mesh size, resulting in motion
that is constrained by the high concentration of proteins and larger
molecules inside the nucleus, as well as interactions that are shape-
(i.e., linear versus branched polymer diffusion) and charge-
dependent. This dependence on charge was demonstrated by
Lukacs et al. (19) using FRAP to measure diffusion coefficients of
dextran and DNA molecules in the nucleus. They report nearly
immobile DNA fragments as small as 21 bp, whereas dextran
molecules up to 580 kDa diffuse at approximately one-fifth the rate
at which they diffuse in water. Therefore, we believe our extremely
high mesoscale viscosity measurement is relevant for the movement
of larger bodies, on the length scale of nuclear organelles and
perhaps whole chromatids, while the lower viscosity corresponds to
that which is experienced by smaller proteins.
The force exerted by the microtubule-based spindle, estimated
from the portion of the relaxation in the taut conformation, falls
within the broad range of forces reported in the literature even
though our technique and associated assumptions (most impor-
tantly the viscosity) differ greatly from what has been used in
other approaches. Traditionally, this force has been determined
using the simplified Stokes’ equation F  v, where  is the
friction due to viscous resistance, and v is the velocity of the
chromatid toward the pole. The coefficient of viscous resistance
depends upon both the dimensions of the chromatid (s) and the
Fig. 6. In vitro dsDNA relaxation. (A) DNA relaxation event shown in Fig. 5
with image intensity mapped to color. Data collected at 16 fps. (B) Intensity
plot for 3 frames of the DNA relaxation. In trace 1 (black), the entire molecule
has an approximately constant intensity value which is lower that the value for
trace 2 (blue). In trace 3 (green), the stem and flower conformation is apparent
by the increased intensity value at the retracting end at approximately 4.0 m.
A movie of a similar relaxation event may be found in the SI (Movie S2).
Fig. 7. Stem and flower relaxation comparison. (Left) Relaxation data post taut conformation fit to the stem and flower model (Eq. 2) for both in vitro and
in vivo experiments. (Right) Universally scaled stem and flower data showing the expected scaling exponent of approximately 0.5. Systematic slight elevations
from this exponent may be the result of Zimm-like hydrodynamic screening where by the solvent moves along with the retracting molecule (i.e., it is not free
draining).
























viscosity of the surrounding environment (), yielding F  sv.
As a result, knowledge of the viscosity is critical for this type of
analysis. In his seminal paper on forces applied to chromosomes,
Nicklas estimated 1 P to be a plausible upper limit for the
viscosity, which resulted in a calculated spindle force of approx-
imately 0.1 pN (22). Using a similar technique but with the
cytoplasmic viscosity measured using the Brownian displace-
ments of particles located near the chromosomes, Alexander et
al. (23) estimated the force to be 1–70 pN when using a viscosity
of 2.82 P. While these estimated viscosities differ greatly from
our measured value and that of other groups for the ‘‘mesoscale’’
viscosity, a critical observation from Nicklas (24) can help to
explain the similarity between the forces estimated using a
simplified version of Stokes’ law and the force we estimate.
Specifically, the fact that force as large as 100 pN applied in
opposition of the spindle force, exerted during anaphase by a
microneedle, does not decrease the velocity of the poleward
movement. This means that the spindle’s compliance (ability to
maintain chromosome velocity under a range of loads) would
most likely cause the chromatid to move at the same rate,
regardless if the viscosity is 1 P as suggested by Nicklas, or 141 
29.2 P as reported here. As a result of the spindle’s compliance,
the simplified Stokes’ method for estimating the spindle force
does not accurately describe this system. Instead it may be better
represented using Michaelis-Menten type kinetics, as suggested
by Cytrynbaum (25), which is usually used to describe molecular
motors.
As we discussed in the Introduction, both of the analysis
techniques we have used are entropic in origin. An examination
of the taut analysis parameter space (Fig. S3) shows that for a
wide range of polymer persistence lengths and environmental
viscosities, the force exerted by the microtubule-based spindle
will be in the sub-pico-Newton range. As a result, errors in the
estimated value for the persistence length and errors in the
viscosity determined using the stem and flower model will not
greatly affect the reported force.
At the time of release, the DNA/chromatin in the in vivo
experiments is extended as if it has 0.2 pN of force applied to its
end. To put our measured force into context, 0.2 pN converted
to kbT/nm units (1 kbT/nm  4.1 pN at 300 K) is approximately
0.05 kbT/nm (0.2/4.1  0.05). As previously stated, we expect the
DNA chain to be in the taut conformation when the theoretical
tension blobs, or the length scale at which the conformation is
randomized by 1 kbT, have the same diameter as the chain’s
persistence length. Assuming the persistence length of the
relaxing molecule to be 50 nm results in a work done per length
of 0.02 kbT/nm (1 kbT/50 nm), putting the threshold to take on
the taut conformation well below our measured value (0.05
spindle versus 0.02 thermal force). The next significant threshold
would be that required to see nucleosome removal from the
chromatin fiber. In vitro nucleosome disruption experiments
performed in ATP-rich Xenopus extracts have shown that the
application of approximately 2 pN of force can lead to nearly
complete chromatin fiber disassembly (26). The resulting force
per unit length of 0.49 kbT/nm is above our observed value,
indicating that our measured tension force at rupture was not
large enough for nucleosome disruption. As previously stated,
the fact that the chromatin was stretched out to the anticipated
B-form DNA length indicates that nucleosome disruption had
already taken place before the relaxation event. This indicates
that either the force required for in vivo nucleosome disruption
is an order of magnitude lower than what was observed in the in
vitro Xenopus experiments or that the spindle force on the
dicentric chromosome modulates with time. Without a doubt,
the latter takes place on some time scale, since each disruption
event corresponds to the release of the approximately 56 nm (165
bp) of DNA that is wrapped around the nucleosome. This
increase in length will decrease the tension force until the slack
is taken up. Additionally, the removal of nucleosomes will
modify the persistence length of the molecule, making it similar
to that of B-form DNA with negative supercoils, and thus alter
the extension of the molecule for a given force. We are currently
developing an experimental technique that will allow relaxation
data to be collected from dicentric chromosomes at well-
controlled time points during the force application in an effort
to measure how the tension force on the chromatin fiber varies
with time.
The relatively weak force in the microtubule-based spindle is
consistent with previous in vivo results as well. Bouck and Bloom
(27) reported an increase in spindle length (approximately 50%)
upon a 50% reduction of nucleosomes. The increase in length
can be attributed to the increased length of the pericentric
chromatin. From the number of nucleosomes in the pericentric
chromatin (approximately 42 nucs/strand), we estimate that
there are 21 fewer nucleosomes upon histone reduction. The
release of DNA from 21 nucleosomes yields (21  165 bp/nuc)
approximately 3,500 bp DNA. The pericentric chromatin is
organized as 32 parallel strands in series. The absolute increase
in spindle length is 800 nm, thus each DNA strand stretches to
approximately 34% its contour length (2  3,500 bp  7kb;
7,000  0.3 nm/bp  2,300 nm). The amount of force to stretch
1 naked DNA molecule to approximately 34% the contour
length is less than 0.1 pN. Since the strands are in a series of 2 
32 parallel clusters, we can estimate the total force from the
worm-like chain model to be 1.6 pN.
We believe that our use of the taut conformation relaxation
analysis previously described by Brochard-Wyart (11) is well
motivated by the data obtained for both the in vitro and in vivo
experiments. However, we acknowledge that there are other
data analysis techniques that describe polymer relaxation in this
regime that would result in alternative reported values for the
force applied by the spindle apparatus. While our impetus was
not to prove or disprove existing models, we believe that the
experimental techniques developed herein can be used for such
an undertaking. Specifically, it would be informative to test the
predictions of the Brochard-Wyart model that omits polymer
memory against those proposed by Hallatschek (28) that do not.
Conclusion
We have used a noninvasive genetic strategy to determine the
biophysical properties of DNA in living cells. At the relatively
high viscosities and applied cellular forces, relaxing DNA will
take on the anticipated taut conformation which then gives way
to the stem and flower conformation. These conformations have
been verified using an in vitro system that enables relaxation
dynamics to be investigated in solutions of known viscosity,
allowing the experimentally determined persistence length to be
compared with the anticipated value. In instances where the
contour length and the persistence length of the relaxing mol-
ecule are known (or reasonably estimated), these 2 models may
be used in combination to determine the viscosity of the
surrounding environment, as well as the tension force applied
before relaxation. The result of in vivo work is an estimation of
the mesoscale viscosity inside the nucleus as well as an estimation
of the force that was applied by the microtubule-based spindle
apparatus to stretch chromatin. We believe that this data analysis
technique offers advantages over existing methods because it is
(i) noninvasive and (ii) the measured spindle force is for a
relevant biological load, i.e., the chromatid.
Materials and Methods
Chromatin Relaxation In Vivo. A conditional dicentric chromosome has been
constructed in budding yeast by means of site-directed integration of a second
copy of centromere 3 (CEN3) at the HIS4 locus (29). This extra copy of CEN3 is
regulated by the GAL1 promoter (GALCEN), allowing cells to be propagated
in the presence or absence of a functional dicentric chromosome. The dicentric
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chromosome is functionally monocentric when cells are grown on galactose
and functionally dicentric in the presence of glucose. If both centromeres on
the dicentric chromosome attach to microtubules from the same spindle pole,
chromosome segregation can occur without chromosome breakage (Fig. 2A).
If centromeres from the same sister chromatid attach to microtubules from
opposite poles, the chromosome stretches and breaks (Fig. 2B).
To visualize chromatin relaxation in live cells, a 10-kb lac operator repeat
was integrated at LEU2, placing it nearly equidistant from both the endoge-
nous CEN3 and the GALCEN3. The marked chromosome was made visible by
expression of lacI-GFP. This lacI-GFP/lacO marker system has been used previ-
ously to track individual chromosomes in living yeast cells and also changes in
chromosome condensation within domains of mammalian chromosomes (30).
Cells containing either a lacO-marked monocentric chromosome or a lacO-
marked dicentric chromosome were imaged by time-lapse digital fluores-
cence microscopy. A lacO array located on a monocentric chromosome ap-
peared as 1 spot that subsequently divided into 2 spots as the cells entered
anaphase (14). In contrast, we observed the formation of a linear filament
after activation of a lacO-marked dicentric chromosome in sir2 mutant cells
(14). In the majority of cells, stretched lacO filaments persisted for an average
of approximately 30 min, followed by spindle collapse and the recoil of the
chromatin filament to the neck of the budded cell (14).
Relaxation events are observed using a 1.4 NA 100 objective (Nikon) with
images collected every 300 ms using Hammamatsu C2440 camera
(Hamamatsu). Images are analyzed using the Image J measurement tool
(National Institutes of Health) to determine the length of the retracting
polymer. For the in vivo data analysis, the measurement error is 130 nm.
DNA Relaxation In Vitro. In vitro samples were made by allowing concatamers of
DNAtoformviabiotin/streptavadinandanti-Dig/Dig linkers.These longstrands
are attached to a coverslip surface with digoxigenin FAB fragments. The glass is
initially stripped of organic compounds using an oxygen plasma, making it a
high-energy negatively charged surface, then treated with APTES to modify the
surface with amine groups that are coupled to the -COOH end of the FAB
fragment during an EDAC reaction. The FAB-treated coverglass is soaked in BSA
for 2 h to reduce nonspecific binding before addition of derivitized DNA. Dig/
anti-Dig bonds between the molecule and the modified surface form DNA
tethers at one end, while the remaining free end is stretched via thermal forces
or flow during surface rinsing to binding sites on or near the surface. For high
viscosity relaxation experiments, the viscosity of the surrounding fluid was ele-
vated by the addition of sucrose, and the final viscosity of the fluid measured
using a cone and plate viscometer (Ares G2; TA Instruments).
DNA stretched between 2 attachment points is cut using a photoscission
process previously observed by Houseal and coworkers (31). Here, high-
intensity light is absorbed by the DNA, causing the helix to rupture (Fig. S4).
Rupture rates are controlled using an oxygen scavenging buffer and -
mercaptoethanol to prevent multiple breaks in 1 strand. DNA labeled with
either Sytox Green or Sytox Orange is imaged using a 1.4 NA 100 oil
immersion objective with a 1.5 magnification multiplier in place for the
high-viscosity data collection, with images collected using a high-sensitivity
camera (Cascade II; Photometrics) operating at 16 and 50 frames per second.
Polymer length is then measured from these images using the Image J mea-
surement tool, resulting in measurement errors of 176 nm, with the 1.5
multiplier in place, and 118 nm without.
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